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Recently, many system integration companies have begun to intensely focus on suppliers’
involvement in the product realization process to enhance their competitiveness. The
product architecture has a huge impact on the efficiency of the integrator’s supplier
network. One of the ways to enhance efficiency is to implement the lean principles while
creating a collaborative design/manufacturing/supply chain environment. In this study,
two distinct stages of the product realization process, namely, design stage and
production stage are considered for determining the design and production supplier
networks. A distinction is made between different types of suppliers involved in the
product realization process, such as design suppliers, and assembly and production
suppliers in the production stage. Apart from using parameters such as development time
and development cost for evaluating the product realization process, the concept of
communication effectiveness has been formalized to form the supplier networks. A goal
programming based approach is used to determine the optimal supplier network. The
effect of part count reduction strategy as a lean tool to enhance the “leanness” of a
supplier network has been studied using a case example of a power drill.
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Abstract 
Recently, many system integration companies have begun to intensely focus on suppliers’ 
involvement in the product realization process to enhance their competitiveness. The 
product architecture has a huge impact on the efficiency of the integrator’s supplier 
network. One of the ways to enhance efficiency is to implement the lean principles while 
creating a collaborative design/manufacturing/supply chain environment. In this study, 
two distinct stages of the product realization process, namely, design stage and 
production stage are considered for determining the design and production supplier 
networks. A distinction is made between different types of suppliers involved in the 
product realization process, such as design suppliers, and assembly and production 
suppliers in the production stage. Apart from using parameters such as development time 
and development cost for evaluating the product realization process, the concept of 
communication effectiveness has been formalized to form the supplier networks. A goal 
programming based approach is used to determine the optimal supplier network. The 
effect of part count reduction strategy as a lean tool to enhance the “leanness” of a 
supplier network has been studied using a case example of a power drill.  
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1. Introduction  
 
Recently, many companies have begun to focus on the efficient design and management 
of the extended enterprise network that involves the integrator company and its suppliers 
and customers along the value chain. The focus has shifted from individual efficiency of 
the collaborators involved in the value chain to the overall efficiency of the entire value 
chain. Theories like transaction cost analysis (TCA) have been utilized by researchers to 
analyze various issues like the impact of outsourcing and insourcing decisions on the 
organizational efficiency (Calantone and Stanko 2007). Although, outsourcing has been a 
key business process for the past decade, it has not been well-managed by the firms 
(Tompkins 2005). Sometimes, the presence of adversarial relationships among the 
collaborators of the value chain and reliance on past industry practices like “arm’s length 
relationships” has driven the costs up to unprecedented levels. One recent study of the   
U. S. food industry estimated that poor coordination among supply chain partners leads to 
wastage of $30 billion annually (Fisher 1997). Clark (1989) and Sako and Helper (1995) 
in their pioneering work on the impact of supplier relationships on the performance of the 
various auto companies in Europe, Japan, and USA emphasized the importance of 
collaborative and sustained relationships for efficient value chain of the product. Similar 
observations have been noted by Cusumano and Takeishi (1991) and Clark (1989) where 
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they observed that longer and healthier supplier relationships of the Japanese auto makers 
helped them to introduce new products quickly in the marketplace.  
Product design and architecture influences strategic actions such as make/buy 
decisions, supplier network configuration, decisions determining supplier network 
configuration, and design of the designer-supplier interfaces (Huang et al. 2005, Novak 
and Eppinger 2001, Gupta and Krishnan 1999,  Wissmann and Yassine 2004, Simchi 
Levi  et al. 2004, Fisher 1997, Lee 2002, Dowlatshahi 1997, Cottrill 2006). For example, 
during the planning phases of the Microsoft’s XBox 360, the supply chain managers and 
designers focused on developing an optimum design considering all facets of the product 
realization process. Issues such as modular or integral product architecture, the 
complexity of the product architecture and its influence on insourcing/outsourcing 
decisions, and communication requirements among the suppliers and the integrators were 
considered (Novak and Eppinger 2001). By adopting similar practices, BMW has 
efficiently managed its Model 7 product line consisting of 90 exterior colors and 175 
interior equipment options (Cottrill 2006). Fisher (1997) developed a framework to show 
the impact of the type of products on the nature of supply chain. Products were classified 
in two types, namely, functional products and innovative products. Fisher (1997) used 
different case studies to conclude that the “effectiveness” of the supply chain is the key 
measure for functional products and the “responsiveness” is the key measure for 
innovative products.  
Many companies have formulated strategies for designing their supply chain 
network. For example, Motorola purchases complete designs for its lower-priced phones, 
Procter & Gamble has set a limit of outsourcing 50% of the design of new products by 
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2010 (Calantone and Stanko 2007). Monckza  et al. (1997) identified various drivers of 
supplier integration for new product development. They are as follows: cost reduction, 
design and development time reduction, technology improvement, and quality 
improvement. Krishnan and Gupta (1999) noted the importance of early supplier 
involvement for the product platform development.  
There are only a few works in the literature that deal simultaneously with 
problems of product design and supplier network formation. Krishnan and Gupta (1999) 
developed a mathematical framework to simultaneously select the modules and the 
suppliers for a family of products. They contend that integrating the supplier capabilities 
in the design process can reduce the number of unique suppliers and procurement costs. 
Hadnijicola and Kumar (1997) considered international factors like tariffs/import cost, 
exchange rate, and unit savings derived from economies of scale while making decisions 
to offer customized or standardized products, and centralized/decentralized 
manufacturing. Park (2001) solved the simultaneous problem of the product platform 
design and its global supply chain configuration for a single echelon of suppliers. 
Choudhury and Allada (2006) attempted a similar problem of integrated product design 
and supplier selection. The aim was to integrate the supplier capabilities at the system 
level design stage to determine the amount of Module-off-the Shelf (MOTS) and 
Product-specific modules (PSM) in the product architecture. 
In this study, we aim to solve a simultaneous problem of product and extended 
enterprise network design. Although, we use the term “extended enterprise network” in 




In our literature survey, we have identified the following research gaps: 
a) Most literature such as Krishnan and Gupta (1999), Hadnijicola and Kumar (1997), 
Park (2001), Choudhury and Allada (2006) deals with the involvement of the 
suppliers in the design phase of the product development. These studies did not 
consider the explicit distinction between different types of suppliers.  
b)Hadnijicola and Kumar (1997) and Choudhury and Allada (2006) have addressed the 
product composition problem along with the supplier selection problem in the 
literature. The product composition is defined as the amount of COTS/MOTS or 
product specific modules (PSM) used in the product architecture. Although 
Choudhury and Allada (2006) solved the integrated problem of product composition 
and supplier selection problem, they failed to distinguish between the different types 
of product-specific modules. This distinction in the product specific modules arises 
due to different types of relationships shared between the suppliers and the main 
integrator, i.e., black box part suppliers and detailed controlled part suppliers.  
c)  The literature pertaining to the simultaneous problem of product design and supplier 
selection does not evaluate the effectiveness of the resultant supplier network. In this 
study, we investigate the impact of lean product design/development principles to 
enhance the efficiency of the extended enterprise network. In order to implement lean 
principles in a typical product development process, there are two different approaches 
applied by the practitioners and researchers. They are as follows:- 
1. Lean product design process improvement – This is a process view of the entire 
product develop process using the value stream mapping techniques. Unnecessary 
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and non-value added activities are pruned using this approach. It is akin to the lean 
manufacturing value stream maps.  
2. Lean product development tools – Some of the popular lean product development 
tools include Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (Pimmler and Eppinger 1995), 
Product Platform Approach (Meyer and Lehnerd 1997), Design for Manufacturing 
and Assembly (DFMA) (www.dfma.com), Module Function Deployment (MFD) 
(Ericsson and Erixon 1999).  
 
2. Scope of the problem  
 
In this paper, we aim to solve the simultaneous problem of product composition and 
supplier selection. After the supplier selection problems are solved the supplier network 
effectiveness is evaluated using the lean principles.  
 
2.1. Simultaneous design of product and its extended enterprise  
 
In this paper, the product design problem has been addressed in two dimensions:–         
(1) Product composition problem, and (2) Product redesign problem. In the product 
composition problem, we ascertain the percentage of off-the shelf (COTS/MOTS) and 
product specific modules (PSM). The decision to use a COTS/MOTS or PSM parts is 
based on the supplier capabilities available before the integrator. We use the 
categorization of different types of product specific modules based on the supplier 
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relationships with the integrator, i.e., black box parts and the detailed controlled parts. 
Different criteria have been developed to ascertain the integrated product composition 
and supplier selection problem. These criteria have been detailed in the later stages of the 
paper. The second dimension relating to product redesign problem pertains to the 
redesign of the existing design in order to to enhance the efficiency of the extended 
enterprise network formed for a particular product. An example of product redesign, is 
clubbing of the two discrete functional modules into one. Although, we do the product 
consolidation (redesign) in this paper, no specific heuristic has been developed to arrive 
at the decision. The level of detail of the bill of material is different for various stages of 
the product development, i.e., details gets finer from the conceptual design stage till the 
production/assembly stage (Hundal 1998).  
Smith and Reinertsen (1998) identified four primary factors that affect the success 
of the product. They are as follows: (1) Market Introduction date (2) Product Unit Cost 
(3) Product Performance (4) Development project expense. In this paper, we contend that 
these above factors critically affect the integrated product design and supplier selection 
problem. However, we contend that the factors like product unit cost, product 
performance and development project expense can be summed and termed as total 
product cost. For example, total product unit cost has two dimensions, i.e. unit functional 
chunk design cost and unit production/assembly cost of a component/sub assembly. 
Design feature loss cost not provided by the designer is estimated using the Taguchi 
quality loss function. Similarly, in the production phase the defects in the components per 
lot are translated back into defect loss cost per component. Thus, in this paper we have 
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focused on factors listed by Smith and Reinerstein (1998) into two major categories, i.e., 
market introduction time and total unit cost.  
The market introduction date or total time to market is a key factor in deciding the 
product’s success in the market (Smith and Reinertsen 1998).As shown in Figure 1, we 
have sub-divided the total time to market domain in two components: (1) design and 
development time period and (2) production time period. With the design specifications 
frozen for the different design chunks in the design phase, the suppliers are selected for 
the production and logistics time horizon.  
 
2.1.1. Product design and development time period 
In this time horizon, the suppliers are involved early in the product realization process.  
The integrator prepares the Design-Bill of Material (D-BOM) of the concerned product. 
The D-BOM can be a system level or a conceptual architecture depending on the type of 
the product. For example, the design suppliers are selected to design a system level 
architecture in case of a functional product, whereas in the case of incremental or 
innovative products, the D-BOM is the conceptual architecture of the product. Since, we 
are dealing with a functional product in this paper we will elaborate only the system 
architecture (Ulrich and Eppinger 2003). In this paper, we have considered a modular 
system architecture, which comprises bunch of system modules and interfaces. The 
performance characteristics of the various design chunks and types of interfaces among 
the design chunks are elicited by the integrator for the subsequent design supplier 
selection. We have considered two types of performance characteristics defined for a 
design chunk, i.e., (1) Presence/absence of a design feature and (2) Scale-based 
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parameters. For example, presence/absence of a LED is a binary decision, whereas 
attributes such as size, shape, and mass of a product are typically scale based parameters. 
In this paper, we have utilized the Taguchi’s Quality Loss Function for determining the 
quality loss in the scale based parameters.  Suppliers express their capability by providing 
different levels of possible performance characteristics for each design chunk. Based on 
their capability, the final specifications of the design chunks are decided.  
Clark (1989), Fisher et al. (1999), and Hsuan (1999) emphasize the importance of 
parts strategy in the product design and development time horizon. It has affect on the 
supplier relationships of the integrator with its suppliers. These relationships can be 
classified as follows: Arm’s Length relationship, and Strategic relationships. Typically 
arm’s length relationships are found predominantly in the case of carryover parts or 
component/module-of-the shelf (COTS/MOTS), whereas, strategic relationships are 
found in the case of more customized components. In this paper, we have termed them as 
Product Specific Modules/Components (PSM/PSC). Both these types of components 
have their own advantages or disadvantages. For example, COTS/MOTS do not require 
engineering hours to develop them, but on other hand they can not be customized to meet 
every customer’s requirements.  On the other hand, PSM as name suggests are developed 
to meet variety and is typically associated with a development cost. Based on the work by 
Clark (1989), Zirger and Hartley (1996), Hartley et al. (1997), we have differentiated the 
product specific modules in two types: (1) Black Box parts (2) Detailed Controlled Parts. 
Based on the above mentioned parts classification, we have distinct supplier-buyer 
relationships and hence we have three distinct types of suppliers. They are as follows:       
a) COTS/MOTS suppliers, b) Black Box parts suppliers, c) Detailed Controlled parts 
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suppliers. Further, as we mentioned earlier the black box parts suppliers typically require 
more time than the detailed controlled parts suppliers to design or develop a part or a 
component. However, based on the strategic and healthy relationships maintained by the 
concerned supplier this time can be minimized. In the later section, we will interpret our 
understanding of “healthy” relationships to derive a relationship between the 
development time period of black box parts suppliers and the detailed controlled parts 
suppliers. 
Interfaces/Interactions play a crucial role in the design time horizon. Browning 
and Eppinger (2002) and Joglekar  et al. (2001) considered the importance of interfaces 
in deciding the product development time line and the product development cost. 
Similarly, Sosa  (2000), Eppinger and Salminen (2001), Dowlatshahi (1997) and Allen 
(1997) considered the impact of interfaces on the design team interactions. In this paper, 
we have developed an explicit model to depict the design team interactions and extended 
it to supplier-supplier-integrator relationships. We have termed it as the “Communication 
Effectiveness” of the enterprise network. The same will be detailed later in this section. 
Thus, the design problem solved in this horizon is to determine the type of 
modules, i.e., COTS/Black Box parts/Detailed Controlled parts from a group of available 
modules for that particular design chunk. These modules are selected based on the 
capabilities of the suppliers quoting them. Based on the above discussion, we introduce 
the various criterion used in the integrated product design and supplier selection problem. 
Each supplier’s capability is judged based on these factors and thus optimal supplier 
network is formed.  
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a) Total product development time – The total time to develop/design a product is 
termed as the total product development time. Based on the work of Carrascosa  et al. 
(1998) and Joglekar et al.( 2001), we have identified four types of task dependencies in 
the product development project. A task is defined as the design and development of each 
design chunk. In addition, we have also defined the lag relationships based on the 
concepts of PERT/CPM from project management techniques.  
Figure 2 represents the various types of product development task dependencies 
found in the litertaure.   
Suppliers quote the time to design each design chunk. Based on the time quoted 
by the different suppliers, the aim is to select such suppliers that minimize the total 
product development time period. In this paper, we have considered the product 
development time period for each COTS/MOTS part type is negligible. However, for 
product specific components/modules the design suppliers provide their respective 
module development time period. Later, in this section we will develop an expression to 
determine the effective product development time for the black box part suppliers. This 
expression takes into account the communication effectiveness of each supplier and 
based on that determines the module development time for each black box parts 
suppliers. 
b) Total design cost – The total cost to design the product is termed as the total design 
cost for each unit of product. This cost includes the following elements: 
(1) Module development cost quoted by each supplier for a design chunk,                      
(2) Performance Loss Cost of a module designed by a supplier, (3) Supplier development 
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cost to develop a supplier for designing a module of a redesigned chunk, (4) Switch over 
cost.  
Module development cost quoted by each supplier for a design chunk – As we mentioned 
above, each design chunk has a certain module/part type options category, i.e. 
COTS/MOTS, Black Box parts, and Detailed Controlled parts. Different suppliers falling 
in each category provide their respective cost quotes to design/develop a unit of module. 
It is important to mention that there is no design and development cost for each 
COTS/MOTS module options for each design chunk. 
Performance loss cost of a module designed by a supplier - As the requirements of each 
design chunk can be met by three different types of module options category, i.e. 
COTS/MOTS, Black Box parts and Detailed Controlled parts, we have developed an 
expression to calculate the performance loss cost based on Taguchi Loss function (Rai 
and Allada 2003). We have segregated the different performance requirements of each 
design chunk in two classes, viz., basic performance characteristics and additional 
performance characteristics. These costs will be appended to the design cost provided by 
the respective suppliers for each module options falling in different module category for 
each design chunk. It is postulated that the almost all the basic performance requirements 
are met by the COTS items, however for some of the additional features the product 
specific modules need to be developed. However, all this depends on the importance of 
that particular feature and the customer loss cost associated with the same. 
Supplier development cost to develop a supplier for designing a module of a redesigned 
chunk – We are interested in redesigning the original product architecture by 
consolidating two or more functionally discrete design chunks into one. Therefore, the 
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supplier selected for the previous unconsolidated design chunks may or may not be 
technically capable to provide the modules for these consolidated design chunks. Thus, 
we include the supplier development cost in the present paper to map the cost incurred by 
the integrator to develop that particular supplier which was selected for the original 
design (Goffin  et al. 1997). However, for the original design stage there will be no 
supplier development cost as these suppliers are selected for the first time in the 
enterprise network formed for a given product. 
Switch over cost – Since we are redesigning the product architecture, therefore the earlier 
suppliers may or may not be selected in the revised environment. However, this transition 
happens at a certain cost, i.e., Supplier switchover Cost (Tenetti and Allada 2005).  
 Based on the total design cost of a module pertaining to each module type 
(COTS/MOTS, Blackbox parts, Detailed Controlled parts) for a design chunk, we select 
the supplier providing the same. In this paper, we have considered the module 
compatibility constraints among the various module options for a given design chunk. 
This compatibility may arise due to the factors like working principle, technology, 
interfaces, etc.  
 
2.1.2. Production time period  
In this time horizon, the integrator prepares the Manufacturing/Assembly Bill of material 
of the concerned product architecture after the detailed design phase (Ulrich and 
Eppinger 2003). Similar, to the design dependency in the design and development time 
horizon, we have the assembly and manufacturing dependency among the different parts 
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for the product. There are two types of components in the assembly, i.e., singleton 
components and the sub-assemblies. As the name suggests, singleton components 
comprises only one component and the sub-assemblies consists of many singleton 
components. Based on the types of components, we have two types of suppliers for an 
integrator: (i) Production Supplier (ii) Assembly suppliers. Production suppliers depend 
on their capacity to supply items to the integrator or the assembly supplier. On the other 
hand, assembly suppliers depend on their capacity to supply items to the integrator. 
Based on the demand of the components, we select the multiple suppliers to meet the 
same (Hong and Hayya 1992). Since, we wish to develop the supplier network of the 
integrator, we are also interested in the production suppliers of the assembly suppliers. 
Hence, we solve the selection problem of the assembly suppliers as well. The parameters 
used for the production and the assembly supplier selection are similar to the criteria used 
in the design supplier selection. They are as follows: 
a) Production and the logistics lead time – It refers to the total time required to get all 
the components/sub assemblies for the final assembly at the integrator’s place. Different 
assembly and production suppliers provide their manufacturing as well logistics lead time 
to deliver all the component demand allocated to them. 
b) Unit cost of the production/assembly – The total unit production cost of the product 
is defined as sum of all the unit production cost of the components/subassemblies. This 
cost includes: (1) Unit production/assembly cost (2) Defect loss cost/unit of each 




2.1.3. Development of communication effectiveness model for simultaneous design of 
product and its extended enterprise 
In addition to the usual parameters used for the integrated product design and supplier 
selection problem, we have developed a concept termed as the communication 
effectiveness of the enterprise network. In any product realization process, the level of 
communication present among the suppliers plays a key role in deciding an extended 
enterprise network’s effectiveness in accomplishing its task. This is attributed to the 
presence of varying levels of interdependency among tasks in a product development 
process. In other words, a supplier network is said to be robust if its overall 
communication effectiveness is high. Hence, we select the suppliers that yield maximum 
communication effectiveness in a network. Maximizing the communication effectiveness 
can be seen as minimizing the supplier risk in the product realization process (Easterman 
and Ishii 2001). 
Webster Online Dictionary defines the Communication Effectiveness as ‘the 
actual level of information exchanged between individuals through a common system of 
exchange of information.’ In the present study, we interpret this definition to mean the 
information exchange among different suppliers and the integrator in product 
development projects. It is an aggregate sum of the communication among all the 
possible pairs of candidates in the network. The factors affecting the communication 
effectiveness are identified as follows: (a) design chunk interaction strength, and (b) 
supplier dependency (c) functional importance of a part, and (d) supplier communication 
capability index.  
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a) Design chunk interaction strength (γ): Sosa (2000) mentioned that the presence 
of interfaces among the parts increases the probability of having interactions between 
the respective design teams. Similar work has been done by Eppinger and Salminen 
(2001) where they relate the component interactions to the development organization 
interactions. They found that there is a strong correlation between the product 
architecture interactions and the development team interactions. In this paper, 
interactions between the design chunks as determined by the product architecture are 
assumed to cause communication among the suppliers. For example, if two design 
chunks share interactions, the suppliers supplying those two chunks should have 
communication between them. Based on their work, we have considered that the 
design chunks which shares more interactions or strong interactions with other 
chunks their corresponding design teams or design suppliers also have the high 
interaction strength value. The interaction strength is calculated based on the 
modified Design Structure Matrix (DSM) (Pimmler and Eppinger, 1995). The 
modification has been done to make negative scales as absolute in the original DSM. 
This is done to consider at par the harmful/detrimental impacts among the two 
components to have a similar effect on the communication among the design teams as 
the necessary/beneficial interactions. Table 1 presents the revised scores for the DSM 
matrix to be used in the paper. We have used a revised scale to represent the four 
types of interactions among the components/design chunks. They are as follows: 
Spatial (S), Energy (E), Information (I), and Materials (M) Interactions.  
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 Based on the revised scales of the DSM, we assign notations for the three types of 
interactions considered in this research. Table 2 lists the notations for the different types 
of interactions based on the revised scale. 
b) Supplier dependency factor (α): The supplier dependency is defined as the 
dependency of a supplier on the other suppliers/integrator, whether for information 
exchange or physical exchange of parts, for accomplishing its own task. We quantity 
this extent of dependency by a term called the Supplier Dependency Factor (α). The 
supplier dependency factor measures the extent of dependency of a supplier on a 
scale of 0 to 1. In a way it measures the overall effectiveness of the organization in 
terms of its effectiveness. It is noteworthy to mention that in the extended enterprise 
network selection process, the supplier network that has more communication 
effectiveness is selected. There is a need for a factor that caters to the negative effect 
of higher supplier dependency.  The communication effectiveness of a dependent 
supplier decays as the number of supplier increases beyond a certain limit (Johnson 
and Johnson, 1994). We will utilize this concept to minimize the part number as well 
as the supplier base in the present model. We argue that in the design and production 
stage, the task dependency is dictated by the product design, and hence, to enhance 
the communication effectiveness there is a need to redesign the product as well as 
minimize the number of suppliers. In this paper, we put forth two types of supplier 
dependencies existing in design and production and logistics phase. The two 
dependencies are as follows: (1) Chain dependency (2) Flat structure dependency. 
Figure 3 represents the two types of supplier dependencies. Referring to the literature 
on interpersonal communication, there is a communication decay/distortion in a chain 
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dependency type situation (Johnson and Johnson 1994). Common factors like 
leveling the details, sharpening the focus, and assimilation memory of the message, 
etc., are some of the factors behind the distortion/decay of the message in chain kind 
of dependency. This kind of dependency is usually found in the design stage where 
the dependencies are more sequential in nature.  
On the other hand, the flat structure dependencies are found more in 
assembly/product kind of scenarios. This type of dependencies are similar to the 
supervisor/worker kind of communication channels or commonly known as span of 
control in the communication literature (Ouchi and Dowling 1974). The span of control 
deals with the efficiency of the system in a typical manager/subordinate kind of 
environment. If the number of subordinates increases beyond a certain point then it leads 
to the decrease in the efficiency in the supervisor. Similar environment exists in a 
manufacturing environment, where the integrator or an assembly supplier depends on the 
lower tier suppliers for the parts to complete their assembly. If the number of suppliers 
increases beyond a certain limit then it leads to increase in the complexity of the system 
and decreases the efficiency. Figure 3 represents the two types of supplier dependencies 
in the design and production stage. 
c) Functional importance of the design chunk (θ) – The fractional number of 
functions of a product that a component/sub-system satisfy is said to be functional 
importance of the design chunk. It is denoted by ‘θ’ in the present paper. The 
functional importance of the design chunk portrays how much the integrator wishes to 
give importance to the supplier communication. For example, the communication of a 
supplier providing low value component like a screw will have very low importance 
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in the eyes of the integrator (Ward 2007). On the other hand, a communication 
pertaining to a critical component like an engine in a car will have more importance 
in the eyes of an integrator. 
d) Supplier communication capability index (β) –This is determined based on a 
supplier’s plausible communication capability with other suppliers and the integrator. 
It is also a factor which is measured between 0 and 1. The supplier’s communication 
capability is decided based on the potential possible quality of interaction with other 
suppliers and the integrator. This communication could be cooperative, competitive, 
and co-opetitive (Wu and Choi, 2005). However, in this work, we have only 
considered the co-operative communication among the suppliers and the integrator.  
By co-operative communication, we mean the communication that exists among the 
firms through which they achieve their mutual goals (Anderson and Narus, 1990). 
Our aim is to gauge the effectiveness of the co-operative communication of a supplier 
with the other suppliers and the integrator. This communication is judged based on 
factors like willingness to share information, willingness to change, trust, level of 
quality practices, etc. These factors have been selected based on the importance of the 
supplier-buyer relationships on the overall quality of the products introduced in the 
market (Forker 1997).  To compute the supplier communication capability index (β) 
for n-1 suppliers and one integrator, we develop a n × n matrix to represent the 
communication quality of a supplier with all other suppliers including integrator. For 
example in Table 3, the first row represents the quality of the communication of the 
Supplier 1 with other suppliers and the integrator. The cumulative or the overall 
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communication effectiveness of the supplier (β) is determined based on a method 
similar to AHP (Saaty, 1980). 
Unified model for the communication of the enterprise network - In computation of 
the ‘Communication Effectiveness’ of a supplier network, we first develop an expression 
to enumerate the communication effectiveness of a design chunk. We have used a 
reliability based model to develop the expression for the same. For example, for technical 
communication to occur either two design chunks/parts need to share the interactions or 
there should be existing dependency on other suppliers. The functional importance of the 
design chunk/part plays a role of amplifier of the communication. The supplier 
communication capability index is also included in series with the functional importance 
of the design chunk/part. Therefore, a supplier having a low supplier communication 
capability index will lead to decrease in the communication effectiveness of the supplier 
network. Figure 4 shows the relation between different factors of the communication 
effectiveness model.  
We formulated the expression of CE for a design chunk or part as follows: 
CE = P{(interface strength) ∪ (supplier dependency)}*(functional importance of the 
design chunk/part) * (supplier communication capability index) 
           CE      =   [α + γ - α*γ] * θ*β                                                                             …(1) 
The supplier’s communication capability has an impact on the determination for 
the effective design and development time required by a black box supplier (Mikkola 
2000). In this paper, we have developed a model to enumerate the effective time of 
design chunk development by a black box supplier. Theoretically, a black box supplier 
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may require more or less time with respect to a detailed controlled part supplier. We 
postulate that a supplier having higher supplier communication capability index will 
require less time than a detailed controlled parts supplier or vice versa. Figure 5 has been 
adapted using the concepts of “learning curve”. It shows that with the increase in β, the 
time to develop the black box parts decreases. 
On the basis of the above mentioned objectives, viz. cost, time, and the 
communication effectiveness of the supplier network, the extended enterprise network is 
formed for the design and production phase.  
 
2.2. Development of the metrics for evaluating the efficiency of the extended enterprise 
network 
 
In order to judge the effectiveness of the extended enterprise network in the design and 
production phase, we need to develop a phase-based metrics to evaluate the same. 
Womack and Jones (1996) and Ward (2007) highlighted the importance of improving the 
“value” of the flow. Therefore, it is important to identify the different types of flow 
relates to case of the design and production phases. For example in the design phase, flow 
relates to design information, and hence there is a need to look at the effectiveness of the 
information sharing among the suppliers. On the other hand, inventory/material flows in 
the production phase. Therefore, there is a need to improve the value by improving the 
speed of the inventory in the network. Goffin et al. (1997) and Donovan (1999) presented 




communication effectiveness among the suppliers and the integrator in the design phase 
and leads to minimization of the inventory holding cost and the total logistics time. For 
example, Schonberger (2006) argued that an increase in the number of suppliers leads to 
an increase in the inventory turnover ratio of the supply chain which in turn leads to an 
leads to appreciation in the inventory holding cost. Thus, we have classified our metrics 
to judge the effectiveness of the enterprise in two phases. They are as follows: 
• Communication effectiveness of the enterprise network in the design phase 
• Inventory holding cost in the production and logistics phase 
The inventory holding cost is directly proportional to the number of suppliers in 
the production phase. We assume that each supplier and the integrator/sub-assembly 
supplier keep a safety stock of 5 days of inventory of an item with themselves to meet the 
uncertainty or any undesired eventuality. 
In order to do so, we conduct the part redesign (part count minimization) to 
enhance the effectiveness of the extended enterprise network. By reducing the part count 
in the product architecture, we wish to minimize the number of suppliers in the design 
and production and logistics phase.   
 
2.3. Overall solution methodology 
 
The overall aim of the paper is develop an efficient extended enterprise for a product. It 
can be seen from Figure 6 that we develop an extended enterprise network for a given 
Design bill of material (D-BOM) and Manufacturing Bill of Material (M-BOM) in both 
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design and production phase. In addition, to the development of extended enterprise 
network, we also solve the product composition problem in the design phase of the 
product realization stage. After developing the extended enterprise network, we evaluate 
the network using the metrics developed to gauge the effectiveness. Based on the value of 
the metrics, we redesign the D-BOM and again solve the simultaneous product and the 
extended enterprise network design problem. We present the overall scope of the paper in 
Figure 6. 
a) Product design and development time period 
• D-BOM (number of design chunks, design dependency diagram, functional 
importance of each design chunk, lag relationships among the design chunks 
based on the design information required between each design chunk). 
• Types of module availability for each design chunk, i.e., whether 
COTS/MOTS exists in the market. 
• The set of modules options along with their types (i.e. COTS/Black box 
parts/Detailed controlled parts) and features. 
• The set of potential suppliers for each module option along with their 
capabilities in terms of development cost, development time, communication 
capability with other suppliers and the integrator. 
b) Production time period  
• M-BOM (Assembly relationships, Number of parts per sub-assembly 
required, number of sub-assemblies, number of singleton components/parts). 
• Demand of the product. 
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• Supplier capability/capacity in terms of production/assembly & logistics cost, 
production/assembly & logistics time, supplier communication capability with 
other suppliers and the integrator. 
Given this input, our decision model offers answers to the following questions: 
a) Product design and development time period 
• Which modules options should be selected for a given design chunk? 
• Which design chunks should be outsourced to whom? 
• What is the total design time, total design cost, communication effectiveness 
of the entire design supplier network? 
b) Production time period  
• How many suppliers should be selected for each sub-assembly/singleton 
components? 
• What are the product unit cost, total production time, and communication 
effectiveness of the production supplier network? 
Based on the answers to the above questions, we develop the extended enterprise 
network for both the D-BOM’s and M-BOM’s, and subsequently answer the following 
questions: 
• Which is more effective extend enterprise network based on metrics such as 
communication effectiveness of the design supplier network and total inventory 
held up in the extended enterprise network? 
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• What is the cost incurred for the benefit in terms of enhancement in the 
communication effectiveness in the design phase and reduction in the inventory 
cost? 
 
3. Example Problem 
 
In this paper, we have considered a case study problem of a power drill for our analysis. 
Although, a typical power drill has around 40 parts, however, for our analysis we have 
considered only few major modules in design and production phases of the product 
realization process. Later, we redesign the product by minimizing the design chunks as 
well as the parts to be manufactured or assembled in the product design. This is done 
with a view to “leanize” the extended enterprise network for a given product design.  
 
3.1. Original power drill  
 
In this sub-section, we describe the development of the objective functions and 
constraints for the original design of a power drill for both the design and production 






3.1.1. Product design and development time period 
Prior to the development of the objective function and constraints of the original design 
in the design phase, we present the design sequence of the various design chunks. Figure 
7 presents the original design sequence of a power drill. The design sequence starts with 
the design of the most important design chunk from the functional point of view. We 
have considered the “tool bit” as the starting design chunk. 
We refereed to different websites of various power drill manufacturers and 
developed the specifications for each design chunk (www.black&decker.com, 
www.makita.com, www.dewalt.com). Based on the specifications of the different 
parts/components, we classified the performance characteristics associated with each 
design chunks and classified them as follows: (a) basic performance characteristics (b) 
additional performance characteristics. Based on the market study and the various 
websites of the manufacturers/organizations of these components, we have developed the 
module availability information for each design chunk. The availability of modules have 
been classified into three groups: COTS/MOTS, Black box parts (BBP), and Detailed 
Controlled parts (DCP). Thus, the suppliers providing them have also been classified in 
three groups, i.e., COTS/MOTS suppliers, BBP suppliers, and DCP suppliers.  
Table 4 lists the different types of module options for each design chunk. The 
module options for the different module types are around 1-4 per design chunk. In this 
paper, we have assumed around 3-4 suppliers for each module. We have also considered 
the module compatibility constraints among the different module options for each design 
chunk. Further, only one design supplier is selected for a design chunk, i.e., the problem 
aims to select the best module option and its corresponding supplier. 
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a) Design and development time - The different suppliers provide their design and 
development time for the different module options they wish to provide. It is important to 
note that there is no design and development time period for the COTS/MOTS suppliers. 
As mentioned in the previous section, the effective time taken by the black box suppliers 
can be more or less based on the supplier communication capability index β. Therefore, 
for β  ≥  0.5 the effective factor ‘b’ has value equal to 0.75 and for β  ≤  0.5, b = 1.5. 
However, we can change the values of the parameter b. Based on the above discussion, 
we utilize the formula as follows: 
T’ = tb                                                                                                                             …(2)    
where T’ is the effective time to design and develop a Black Box part and  t  is the 
amount of time used to develop a Detailed Controlled part for a given functional chunk.      
Based on the design dependency diagram, we draw a CPM diagram of the design 
and development time period of the original design of the power drill. Figure 7 represents 
the design and development diagram along with the supplier dependency diagram. The 
dotted boxes represent that only COTS/MOTS modules are available for these design 
chunks.  
b) Total design cost – As mentioned in Section 2, we have considered four costs in the 
design and development horizon. 
chunk  design  a   
  for    supplierthe  of  cost   r Switchove
chunk  design  a for cost  tdevelopmen   Supplier
module  a    withassociated  cost  loss  ePerformanc  




   
…(3)   
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 The Total design cost, TDCijk, is enumerated for each module supplied by a 
supplier, where i, j, k denotes the design chunk, module option, and supplier respectively. 
From now onwards, we further differentiate the notation for j, i.e., j1stands for 
COTS/MOTS module options, j2 stands for black box parts, and j3 stands for detailed 
controlled parts respectively. The design cost of module designed/developed is 
represented as ‘DCijk’. However, kijDC 1 is zero as this corresponds to a COTS module. 
 The performance loss cost (PLCijk) is computed for each module option j of each 
design chunk i supplied by the supplier k. The performance loss cost is on the module 
options and hence those suppliers supplying the same module option will have same 
performance loss cost. The performance characteristics considers two types Yes/NO 
binomial feature loss ‘ ijkBPLC ’ and scale-based feature loss ijkSPLC . All the scale-based 
performance loss functions are calculated using the “Nominal the better” performance 
characteristic case.  
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Where Kn is the performance loss when the feature n is absent in the design chunk i  for 
module option j. 
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Where y and t is the level of performance of variable m, respectively 
Since we are selecting the design and production suppliers for the first time, we 
do not have the supplier development cost (SDCijk), i.e. the switchover cost (SWCijk). 
Table 5 and Table 6 present the various performance characteristics of the different 
design chunks sought by the integrator and the sample cost model for total design cost 
enumeration. 
c) Communication effectiveness of the design enterprise network 
Four factors were identified in the design phase that affects the communication. They are 
described below. 
i) Design chunk interaction strength (γ): This relates to the presence of the interactions 
among the design chunks, which results into communication requirements among the 
suppliers supplying them. We have developed a revised Design Structure Matrix (R-
DSM) to determine the concept of most interconnected supplier in any product 
architecture by determining the most interconnected design chunk. Table 7 lists the 
aggregate scores of the various types of interactions among the different design chunks 
using the revised scale developed in Table 2. It can be seen from Table 8 that the keyless 
chuck has the highest interaction strength among the different design chunks. This is due 
to the different types of interactions especially the spatial and energy interaction shared 
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by the keyless chuck with other design chunks. The next design chunk is the housing, 
which shares the spatial interactions with almost all the design chunks. Based on Table 7, 
we have determined the ‘γ ‘for the original design of the power drill case example by 
determining the Eigen vector of the matrix. This exercise is similar to the weights 
determination in the Analytical Hierarchy Process (AHP) (Saaty, 1980).  
ii) Supplier dependency factor (α): The supplier dependency factor in the design and 
development phase as mentioned before depends on the design dependency diagram 
during the product development time horizon. As we increase the dependency among the 
different supplier/design chunks to complete the design of the final product, the supplier 
dependency factor α will decrease due to the chain dependency. Figure 8 represents the 
design dependency diagram of the original design of the power drill case example. It can 
be observed from Figure 8 that tool bit has the design dependency number of 1, this is 
done to achieve some positive number for each design chunk. Further, the design 
dependency of gears and switch assembly is 3. This is due to the parallel dependency 
between these two tasks after the design of the motor starts. Further, there is a start-start 
lag between the motor assembly and the switch 
assembly. This is due to the overlap in the design of both the chunks.  For example, after 
determining the voltage and amperage requirement of the motor, the design of the switch 
assembly can start, i.e. it should not wait till end to get the motor assembly designed. 
Similar case prevails in the design of the motor assembly and gear design. We have 
assigned a dependency number (d) to each design task. Based on this dependency 
number, we determine the supplier dependency factor α by using a logarithmic function.  
         ( ) 8.0)1(8.7log2.0 4.7 +−∗∗−= ii dα                                                                   …(7) 
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The logarithmic declining function used here caters to the requirement of having 
supplier dependency factor as 1 for the dependency number 1. Further, it also depicts the 
decline in the supplier dependency factor as we increase the supplier dependency 
number. Figure 8 represents the relationship between the supplier dependency factor (α) 
and the supplier dependency number (d). Table 9 presents the supplier dependency factor 
for the different design chunks in the original power drill case example. 
iii) Functional importance of the part (θ) – The functional importance plays an 
important role in determining the importance of the communication among the suppliers-
suppliers and supplier-integrator. Table 10 lists the functional importance of the various 
design chunks. The functional importance of the different components has been 
developed based on the number of primary and secondary functions satisfied by each 
design chunk (Otto and Wood 2001) in the system level architecture. From the working 
point of view, the maximum number of primary functions satisfied in the power drill is 
the motor assembly and, hence, it has the highest functional importance in the 
architecture. 
iv) Supplier communication capability index (β) – As discussed above, the supplier 
communication capability index is determined by considering the communication of the 
supplier with the other suppliers and the integrator. We determine the supplier 
communication capability index of the different suppliers of the pool for the original 





3.1.2. Production time period 
In this phase, we aim to select the supplier for frozen product architecture. The selection 
of the suppliers is done for M-BOM. The original M-BOM of the power drill example is 
depicted in Figure 10. Figure 10 also represents the various types of suppliers involved 
for the producing those components. 
 In Figure 10, we have 6 singleton components and one sub-assembly. For 
example, the switch sub-assembly comprises trigger switch, electrical wires, power cords, 
and tapping screws to be assembled before it is delivered to main integrator’s facility 
with other parts. We are considering the multiple supplier scenarios, where each supplier 
has its own capacity constraints associated with them. Thus, for a given demand of these 
components, multiple suppliers are selected based on three objectives, viz., the unit 
production cost, production time, and communication effectiveness of each supplier. 
Typically, for each component, we have around 3-4 suppliers and for a sub-assembly. We 
have considered 3 assembly suppliers.  
Based on the above three objectives, we aim to develop the supplier network for 
the production phase. As can be observed from Figure 10, there are two different supplier 
selection problems to be solved in the production phase, i.e. one at the integrator level 
and the other at the assembly supplier level. The assembly supplier (AS) first selects the 
suppliers for its sub-assembly and based on that selection sends a quote to the integrator. 
Similarly, the problem is solved by the integrator for the various singleton components 
and sub-assembly parts. The demand for the power drill is assumed to be constant and is 
known a priori to the integrator. The demand for the various components is a function of 
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number of components required for the final assembly and the demand of that particular 
product. Table 10 lists the demand for the various components.  
a) Total production time – The total time to complete the required demand of the 
product is termed as the total production time of the product. The assembler and the 
integrator select such suppliers that minimizes the total production time. This also 
includes the logistics time required in transporting the materials from the physical facility 
of the supplier to the integrator/sub-assembler. It is assumed that the production/assembly 
supplier is responsible for the transportation of the material from one place to another. 
b) Total production cost – This cost signifies the total production cost of the product. 
The total unit production cost comprises unit production/assembly cost and the 
production quality loss cost for a supplier supplying the component. The unit production 
cost is applicable in the case of singleton component. On the other hand, for the sub-
assemblies, the assembler includes its assembly cost to the sum of unit cost of the 
components it receives from its suppliers. The production quality loss is determined from 
the capability index of the suppliers, i.e., the number of defective pieces in the lots which 
is converted in terms of dollars. Based on the above discussion, we classify the different 
cost models for various types of suppliers. 
 
 
  …(8) 
   
 
Production suppliers 
Total Production Cost (TPC) = Unit production cost (UPC) + Unit defect 
                                                   loss cost (UDLC) 
 
Assembly suppliers 
Total Production Cost (TPC) = Unit cost of the 
components from its suppliers 
(UCCS) +Unit Assembly Cost 
(UAC) + Unit defect loss cost 
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Table 11 and Table 12 lists the sample total production cost and capacity 
information for each Tier 1 and Tier 2 suppliers. 
c) Communication effectiveness of the extended enterprise network – The 
communication effectiveness is used as a selection criterion for the suppliers in the 
production stage. However, the model to calculate the communication effectiveness of 
each supplier is bit different with the model explained in the design stage. For example, 
we do not consider the interface strength γ  in the production stage and the supplier 
dependency number (d) assumes a value of 1 for all the singleton components suppliers at 
Tier 1 and singleton suppliers at Tier 2.  This is done in order to avoid the value zero 
while selecting the singleton component suppliers for an assembly supplier. For the 
assembly suppliers, we have assumed that if the supplier dependency number d is equal 
to the number components in the sub-assembly then the value of α is 1. This represents a 
situation where each part is fully sourced from an individual supplier. However, for d 
more than the part numbers, the efficiency of the assembly supplier decreases. For the 
original design part number is 4, whereas, for the redesigned product architecture it is 
assumed to be 2. The functional importance (θ) and supplier communication capability 
index (β) has the same connotation as in the design phase. For the production phase, the 
supplier dependency factor (α) mentioned in Eq. (7) has been modified. The revised 
equation is as follows: 





3.2 Redesigned power drill  
 
3.2.1. Product design and development time period 
We have consolidated various design chunks in the original product architecture. Since, 
we redesigned the product, we assume that most of the design are new to the industry and 
thus are product specific in nature. Here, we solve the module selection problem along 
with the supplier selection. The basis behind the determination of total design cost, 
design time, and the communication effectiveness remains the same. Utilizing Eq. 3-6, 
we determine the total design cost, performance loss cost of each module option, 
effective development time of black box part by a supplier, supplier dependency factor, 
etc. In the cost model, however, we have included the supplier development cost for 
those suppliers who were selected in the last product design and changeover cost for the 
new suppliers. The design sequence diagram for the revised product architecture is given 
in Figure 11. 
Based on the design sequence diagram, we develop the design and the 
development diagram and also the supplier dependency diagram. We have retained the 
same supplier pool used in the earlier phase to have the identical supplier communication 
capability index (β) to show cause the enhancement in the communication effectiveness. 
 
3.2.2. Production time period 
The analysis remains the same here as in the previous production and logistics time 
horizon and all the equation used to derive the total unit production cost of the product 
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remains the same. The M-BOM is changed to suit according to the new design. The 
revised assembly and supplier diagram is depicted in Figure 12. 
The capacity and the cost offered by the suppliers are on the same scale to the 
previous case to show the effect of supplier minimization in the production phase. 
 
3.3. Evaluating the effectiveness of the extended enterprise network 
 
The metric to judge the effectiveness of a design supplier network is to measure the total 
communication effectiveness. Both the design supplier network corresponding to each D-
BOM is evaluated using the same measure. 
In evaluating the production supplier network, we enlist the number of singleton 
and assembly suppliers in the network. Considering each of them as a node in the graph, 
we develop a supplier network consisting of different suppliers. Assuming that each 
lower tier supplier keeps an inventory of 5 days, the higher level or Tier 1 assembly 
supplier or integrator keeps an inventory of 5 days for the same item, i.e., for a group of 
same part suppliers, the assembly supplier or integrator keeps an inventory of 5 days. 
 
4. Solution methodology 
 
After the formulation of the objective function and the constraints for the both the design 
and production phase, we develop a goal programming model to solve the multi-objective 
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formulations. It is important to mention that integrated product design and supplier 
selection problem for both the designs presented in the Section 3 are the same, hence, the 
formulation developed for one holds for the other one also.
 
4.1.  Development of the objective function for the design and development time period  
 
4.1.1. Total design cost objective model  
We aim to minimize the total design cost (TDC) of all the design chunks subject to 









                                                                                                    ….(10) 
Where, I is the total number of parts 
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                                                                 …(11) 
Where ijkx  is a 0,1 binary variable., i.e. whether for part i, module j, and supplier 
k is selected or not. The aim is to minimize the total design cost.  
Module compatibility constraints 
The module compatibility constraints is represented as follows: 
∑ ijkx ≤1                                                                                                                  …(12) 
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According to Eq. 12 some i,j,k one or none of the module may be selected. 
One module and supplier per design chunk constraint 
According to this constraint, only one module option and supplier should be selected for 
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Where TCE is the total communication effectiveness of the design network and 
ijkCE is the communication effectiveness of supplier k for module option j of part i. 
ijkCE is calculated using Eq. 1. The module compatibility constraints and one module and 
supplier per design chunk constraint remains the same for this objective function . 
 
4.1.3. Total time to design  
The aim is to select such suppliers and the module options such that the total design and 
development time period is minimized. From Figure 7, suppose EFL  is the early finish of 
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the last activity and the early Start of the first activity is ES1. Therefore, the objective 
function is as follows: 
Minimize EFL - ES1                                                                                                     …(16)                      
Subject to: 
• Early start and Early finish activities of all the design chunk 
• Lag relationships among all the activities 
• Module compatibility constraints 
• One module and supplier per design chunk 
The mathematical formulation for the CPM based constraints has been adapted 
from Winston (1993). 
 
4.2. Development of the objective functions for the production time period 
 
Based on Section 3, we solve two types of optimization problem in this horizon. One is 
for the assembly supplier and other is for the integrator. We first develop the objective 
formulation for the assembly supplier. It includes total unit production cost of the 
components supplied by the production suppliers and its unit assembly unit cost, total 
communication effectiveness of its production suppliers, and the time required by its 
production supplier to produce the total demand of the various components and its own 
assembly time. It is important to mention that we have discretized the total assembly 
capacity of the assembly suppliers. This is done keeping in view that demand portion of 
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the integrator allocated to a particular supplier is unknown to the assembly supplier. 
Hence, it is hard to solve the simultaneous selection of the assembly supplier and its 
production suppliers. In order to address such a problem, we have discretized the total 
assembly capacity of the assembly supplier. Table 13 lists the demand discretization of an 
assembly supplier.  
Thus, from Table 13, we can gauge that although a supplier has a capacity of 
5000 units, it’s capacity is discretized in steps of 1000. For each demand breakup, we 
solve the multi-objective formulation comprising total production cost, communication 
effectiveness, and production time. Thus, for each demand copy an AS will have a unique 
assembly cost and manufacturing and logistics cost to produce that particular lot.  
The objectives of a copy of the AS are formulated as described in sub sections 
4.2.1, 4.2.2, and 4.2.3. 
 











                                                                         …(17) 
Where I is the total number of parts in the sub-assembly, Di is the total demand of the 
component i  in the sub-assembly and k  is the index for the supplier of part i. 
tAS
UAC is 
the unit assembly cost of the assembly  supplier t. ikx is the volume of the components 
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Where ikC is the capacity of the supplier k supplying part i.  
 











        …(18) 
ikCE is the communication effectiveness of the supplier k supplying part i. 
Subject to: 
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4.2.3. Total production time to assemble a demand copy 
Minimize 
tAS
EF                                                                                                   …(19)  
Where 
tAS
EF is the early finish time of all the assembly activity for a demand copy of 
Assembly supplier t.  
Subject to: 
)max( ikAS dES t =  
tAS
ES is the early start of the activity for Assembly supplier t and ikd  is the time required 
by the production supplier k to meet the demand of part i. 
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Where ikC is the capacity of the supplier k supplying part i.  
A similar formulation exists for the integrator. However, in case of the assembly supplier, 








Based on the above mentioned three objectives, we develop a multi-objective goal 
programming formulation in both the design and production phases for the both the 
product architectures. In a weighted sum goal programming approach, a multi-objective 
optimization problem is solved by minimizing the sum of deviations of the three 
objectives from their respective goals (Rardin, 1998). However, the three objectives in 
the present problem have different units, i.e., the design/production cost is measured in 
terms of dollars, the design/production time is measured in terms of weeks, and CE has 
no units. It is imperative that their corresponding deviations should not be directly added. 
So, the three objectives have been scaled to percentage and then their deviations are 
added (Romero, 1990), as shown in Equation 20. An importance weight is assigned to 
each of the objectives on a scale of 0 to 1, based on the relative prominence of the 
objectives.  
Then, the formulation for linear mixed-integer goal programming is given in 
Equation 20, considering the fact that cost is minimized, time is minimized and 
communication effectiveness is maximized.  
Minimize  
332211 %%% dwdwdw ×+×+×





























   all system constraints                                                                                            …(20) 
where f1(x), f2(x) and f3(x) denotes the time, cost, and communication effectiveness 
objectives functions and %d1, %d2, and %d3  are its percentage allowable deviations. 
Similarly, w1, w2, and w3 are the importance weights of each of the objectives 
and )(1 xF , )(2 xF , and )(3 xF  are the goals of each of objectives, which are determined 
as the best value of each of the objectives when solved individually.  
 
5. Results and the discussion  
 
For both the product architectures, we have used cost, time, and communication 
effectiveness of the suppliers to develop the extended enterprise network. In both the 
phases, the problem is equivalent to a Mixed-Integer problem (MIP). We considered a 
multi-objective goal programming approach and solved using the Cplex version 9.1 
software.  
As we utilized the multi-objective goal programming approach, the weights to the 
different objectives play a critical role in changing the solution to the above problems. A 
sensitivity analysis has been performed for the original product architecture’s 
development and production phases. Later, for a given set of weights the final results of 
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the evaluation metrics (i.e. Total CE of the extended enterprise network and total 
inventory held up in the production phase of the extended enterprise network) for the 
product architectures are compared.  
After conducting the sensitivity analysis considering the tradeoffs between the 
design cost, design time, and CE of the design supplier network, we observed that at 
vector values (w1 =1, w2 = 0, w3 = 0), we achieved the targeted design cost as obtained 
from the individual optimization of the design cost objective. Similarly, for the weights 
(0,1,0) and (0,0,1), targets of design time and CE are also achieved. It is observed that for 
relatively small values of the weights, this objective’s desired values are achieved. This is 
due to commonality in the set of suppliers selected for each of these individual 
objectives. On the other hand, for the production phase, none of the desired level is 
achieved for any of the objectives except the CE.  
Based on the extensive simulation and also our requirement for the different 
phases, we assigned (0.2, 0.1, 0.7) to total design cost, total design time, and total 
communication effectiveness, respectively, in the design phase whereas in the production 
and logistics phase we assigned 0.4 to the total production cost, 0.2 to the Production 
time, and 0.4 to the communication effectiveness. The requirement was to give more 
importance to the communication effectiveness in the design phase and equal weights to 
cost and communication effectiveness in the production and logistics phase. Table 14 
compares the various metrics we developed in Section 2 for the two designs. 
It is seen from Table 14 that with the inclusion of the supplier development and 
supplier switchover cost the total design cost has increased in the design phase but the 
communication effectiveness of the supplier network has enhanced by 9.17%. However, 
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this was achieved by investing a sum of 3.3 million dollars in the supplier development 
and switchover cost. It is assumed that the development cost of the various modules 
remain the same across two designs. Similarly, in the production phase assuming that 
$50,000 inventory holding cost/day, the inventory cost decreased by 44.2%.  However, 
an extra expenditure of $22, 5000 was incurred in supplier development and supplier 
switchover cost. If we consider both holding and supplier development cost in the 
redesign phase there is a 41.2% decrease in the total cost. These figures are sensitive to 
many factors like supplier development and switchover cost, holding cost etc. in the 
production and logistics phase. In the design phase the nature of the logarithmic curve 
used for determining supplier dependency factor has a significant impact on the 
communication effectiveness. For example, a gentle slope may lead to no change in the 
communication effectiveness or vice versa. In future, more different types of curves will 
need to be tested. 
 
6. Conclusion and future work 
 
In this paper, we proposed a methodology for integrated product design and supplier 
selection problem. We extended the problem of supplier selection in tow two phases, i.e., 
design and production phases. Further, we have considered the importance of product 
composition problem in the design phase along with the supplier selection problem. We 
have developed a model to distinguish between the black box and detailed controlled 
suppliers. An important contribution of the paper is to consider total communication 
effectiveness of the extended enterprise network for the integrated problem of product 
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design and supplier selection problem. We have developed an analytical model to map 
the causes of the communication among the suppliers. This includes the product 
architecture elements like functional importance of the design chunks/components, 
interface strength among the components, design/supplier dependency diagram etc. We 
have classified the supplier dependency diagram for design and production phases.  
After the extended enterprise network for the given product architecture is 
developed, its effectiveness is checked using some metrics. We have developed the 
metrics to evaluate the effectiveness of the network formed for both production and 
design phase. In order to leanize the extended enterprise, we minimize the part count by 
redesigning the product architecture. The results obtained suggests that there is an 
increase in the communication effectiveness in the design phase and there is decrease in 
the inventory holding cost and total logistics and manufacturing time. 
The future extension of this work would include: 
a. Effect of product obsolensce on the component consolidation strategies. 
b. Effect of the demand uncertainty on the integrated product and supplier selection 
problem. 
c. Change in the capability of the suppliers’ overtime will be considered in the 
problem. 
d. Effect of Bullwhip in the production will considered during the supplier selection 
problem in the logistics phase. 
Geographical factors need to be considered during the supplier selection so that the effect 
of part count minimization on the sourcing strategies can be considered.  
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Terms and Definitions 
Types of suppliers 
a) Design suppliers (DS) – These suppliers provide design services to the main 
integrator of the product. Companies such as IDEO and Bressler to provide design 
solutions to the various companies like Kodak, Motorola, HP, etc. 
b) Production suppliers (PS) – These suppliers are primarily responsible for the 
production phase of the product life cycle. They do not indulge in the design phase of 
the product and simply produce and assemble the products according to the 
specifications provided by the main integrator or the design supplier. Examples of 
production suppliers are suppliers who produce Components/Modules-off–the-shelf 
(COTS/MOTS) parts. 
c) Design and production suppliers (DPS) – These suppliers are responsible for both 
the design and production activities. There are two types of design and production 
suppliers (Clark 1989, Mikkola 2000): 
• Detailed controlled parts suppliers :- These suppliers design and produce 
new-to-the firm chunks. The functional specifications and detail design and 
specifications are provided by the integrator. The supplier has the choice to select 
the appropriate manufacturing/assembly process as well as make any subsequent 
outsourcing decisions.  
• Black box parts suppliers :- These new-to-the firm part  functional 
specifications are provided by the integrator. The supplier handles the function-
technology mapping, detail design, manufacturing or subsequent outsourcing 
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decisions for the lower tiers. The selection of black box parts typically leads to an 
increase in the product development time due to the increased technical 
communication complexity. However, this can be compensated by healthy long-
term relationships maintained between the integrator-supplier and supplier-
supplier triadic relationships (Mikkola 2000).  
Types of bill of materials 
a) Design bill of material (D-BOM) – This is a list of the functional chunks to be 
designed in the product. It includes the overall function of the chunk and sub 
functions. This bill of material is more at a higher level of detail and also includes the 
design dependency of each design chunk on others. 
b) Manufacturing/assembly bill of material (M-BOM) – The American Production 
and Inventory Control Society (APICS) defines a bill of material as a “a listing of all 
the subassemblies, intermediates, parts, and raw materials that go into making the 
parent assembly showing the quantities of each required to make an assembly” 
(Chang  et al. 1991). This bill of material is defined on a more conventional terms and 
is used for manufacturing the components. 
Types of product development dependencies 
a) Parallel product development – This type of product development occurs when 
there no information is exchanged between the two tasks. In this case, there exist no 
precedence relationships among the tasks. 
b) Concurrent product development – This type of product development occurs when 
the two or more design activities are highly coupled, i.e., the design information is 
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exchanged both ways. In this case, they have the same early start (ES) and early 
finish (EF) timeline, i.e., typically these design tasks are constrained by same Start-to-
Start and Finish-to-Finish relationships. 
c) Sequential product development – This type of product development occurs when 
the flow of information is unidirectional in nature, i.e. frozen information from design 
activity is passed on to the next design task. These tasks typically have Finish-to-Start 
relationships with or without lag time period. 
d) Overlapping product development – This type of product development is a special 
case of concurrent product development, i.e., after the certain completion of the 
earlier design task, next design task can start by gathering few vital data for its 
initiation. After latter’s initiation, both the design activities are conducted in parallel. 
These tasks are normally constrained by start-to-start relationships with or without lag 
time period. 
Extended enterprise network - An extended enterprise network is defined as “all of the 
entities along an organization’s value chain, from its customer’s customers to its 
supplier’s suppliers, that are involved with the design, development, manufacture 
certification, distribution, and support of a product or family of products” (Murman,  et 
al. 2002). 
Targeted objective design cost – This cost is optimal for the total design of all the 
chunks for a given a supplier pool and system constraints. This acts as a goal during the 
multi-objective optimization problem. 
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Targeted objective design time – This time is optimal for the total design of all the 
chunks for a given a supplier pool and system constraints. This acts as a goal during the 
multi-objective optimization problem. 
Targeted objective design CE - This CE is optimal for the total design of all the chunks 
for a given a supplier pool and system constraints. This acts as a goal during the multi-
objective optimization problem. 
Targeted objective production cost – This cost is optimal for the total 
production/assembly of all the components/sub-assemblies for a given a supplier pool 
and system constraints. This acts as a goal during the multi-objective optimization 
problem. 
Targeted objective production time – This time is optimal for the total 
production/assembly of all the components/sub-assemblies for a given a supplier pool 
and system constraints. This acts as a goal during the multi-objective optimization 
problem. 
Targeted objective production CE - This CE is optimal for the total 
production/assembly of all the production/assembly for a given a supplier pool and 
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Figure 4: Reliability theory based model to depict the communication effectiveness of 
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Figure 5:  Relationship between the product development time and the 
supplier communication capability index for black box part 
Product development time of 
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Figure 7: Design sequence and D-BOM of the original design for a power drill 
D-BOM – (1) Drill Bits (2) Motor Assembly (3) Switch Assembly (4) Housing (5) Gears            






















Legend for design dependencies among the different design chunks 
Sequential Design Dependency – SD 
Overlapped Design Dependency – OD 
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Figure 9: Relationship between the supplier dependency factor and  
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Figure 10:  Hypothetical supplier diagram of the power drill case example 




























D-BOM – (1) Motor Assembly+ Switch Assembly (2) Housing (3) Gears (4) Chuck 
Gears + Key less Chucks (5) Drill Bits (6) Screws 

























































































Assembly Supplier (AS) 
Electric Motor + Switch Assembly 
S1 S2 S1 S2 
M1 M2 
Assembly Supplier (AS) 
Chuck Assembly +Keyless Chuck 
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Scale Effect of the presence of interaction 
2 Necessary or detrimental interaction for functionality 
1 Beneficial or harmful but not necessary interactions 
0 Indifferent (doesn’t affect functionality) 
Type of 
Interactions 
Notations Effect of the presence of interaction 
S2 Physical adjacency is required or prevented for functionality. Spatial  
S1 Physical adjacency is beneficial but not absolutely necessary for 
functionality or Physical adjacency causes negative effects but does 
not prevent functionality. 
E2 Energy transfer/exchange between two chunks is required or 
prevented for functionality. 
Energy 
E1 Energy transfer/exchange between two chunks is beneficial but not 
absolutely necessary for functionality or Energy transfer/exchange 
between two chunks causes negative effects but does not prevent 
functionality. 
M2 Material exchange between two chunks is required or prevented for 
functionality. 
Material 
M1 Material exchange between two chunks is beneficial but not 
absolutely necessary for functionality or Material exchange between 





Table 3: Quality of communication among the pool of suppliers and the integrator 
 
 Supplier 1 Supplier 2 Supplier 3 Supplier 4 Integrator 
Supplier 1 1 0.8 0.6 0.3 0.9 
Supplier 2 0.8 1 0.4 0.6 0.8 
Supplier 3 0.6 0.4 1 0.3 0.3 
Supplier 4 0.3 0.6 0.3 1 0.6 
Integrator 0.9 0.8 0.3 0.6 1 
 






Type of product specific 
modules 
1 Tool bit COTS/PSC Detailed controlled parts 
2 Chuck Assembly MOTS/PSM 
Black box parts/Detailed 
controlled parts 
3 Main Housing PSM 
Black box parts/Detailed 
controlled parts 
4 Switch Assembly MOTS - 
5 Electric Motor MOTS/PSM 
Black box parts/Detailed 
controlled parts 
6 Gears COTS - 
7 Tapping Screws COTS - 





Basic Features Additional Features 
Design 




















































































































- - - - - - - 34 gram 





Basic Features Additional Features 
Design Chunks 
Feature 1 Feature 2 Feature 3 Feature 4 Feature 5 Feature 6 Feature 7 Feature 1 Weight 
Tapping 
Screws 







- - - - - - 180 grams 
Motor 6 Ampere Motor 50/60 Hz 1/6-1/4 HP 
























Different Cost factors 
 





















S1 1 1 1 0-2200 1 633 11500 500000 0 0 511500 
S2 1 1 1 0-2200 1 633 11500 565000 0 0 576500 
S3 1 1 1 0-2200 1 633 11500 456000 0 0 467500 
S4 1 1 1 0-2200 1 633 11500 512500 0 0 524000 
Table 6: Sample total design cost calculation for a design chunk Electric Motor  
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Table 7: Revised-DSM for the power drill case example 





















0 0 0 0 
Switch - 0 
(S1) = 
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0 0 0 0 0 
Main 
Housing 




























Tool bit - - - - - - 0 0 





















0.18 0.04 0.22 0.11 0.12 0.24 0.04 0.02 
 
Table 9: Enumeration of supplier dependency factor (α) 
Design Chunks  di αi 
Motor 2 0.59 
Switch 3 0.52 
Main Housing 6 0.43 
Gears 3 0.52 
Chuck Gears 4 0.48 
Key Less Chucks 5 0.45 
Tool bit 1 1 











Table 10: Functional importance of the different design chunks 
Design Chunks θi 
Motor 0.23 
Switch 0.10 
Main Housing 0.07 
Gears 0.10 
Chuck Gears 0.10 
Key Less Chucks 0.20 





Table 11: Sample total production cost and capacity information about tier  



















Supplier 1 50 10 0 0 60.00 4000.00 
Supplier 2 60 11 0 0 71.00 1000.00 
Supplier 3 70 12 0 0 82.00 500.00 
Electric 
Motor 
Supplier 4 80 13 0 0 93.00 3000.00 
Supplier 1 30 9 0 0 39.00 2000.00 
Supplier 2 32 8 0 0 40.00 4000.00 
Supplier 3 37 7 0 0 44.00 400.00 
Drill Bit 
Supplier 4 45 7 0 0 52.00 3500.00 
Supplier 1 0.5 5 0 0 5.50 30000.00
Supplier 2 1 8 0 0 9.00 40000.00
Supplier 3 0.75 9 0 0 9.75 50000.00
Screws 
Supplier 4 1.25 11 0 0 12.25 450000.00
Supplier 1 5 21 0 0 26.00 1200.00 
Supplier 2 6 11 0 0 17.00 1000.00 Gear 
Supplier 3 7 10 0 0 17.00 200.00 
Supplier 1 3 8 0 0 11.00 4500.00 
Supplier 2 4 5 0 0 9.00 3400.00 
Keyless 
Chuck 
Gear Supplier 3 5 6 0 0 11.00 2000.00 
Supplier 1 20 0 0 0 20.00 6000.00 
Supplier 2 25 1 0 0 26.00 4500.00 
Supplier 3 30 2 0 0 32.00 5400.00 
Chuck 
Supplier 4 24 4 0 0 28.00 900.00 
Supplier 1 15 5 0 0 20.00 5000.00 
Supplier 2 18 7 0 0 25.00 1800.00 
Supplier 3 12 8 0 0 20.00 1400.00 
Cover 
Set 
Supplier 4 13 9 0 0 22.00 700.00 
Assembly 
Supplier1  2 11 0 0 13.00 1000.00 
Assembly 








Table 12: Sample total production cost and capacity information about tier 2 suppliers  
for original product design of Assembly Supplier 1 
 
 















Supplier 1 10 5 0 0 15 2000 
Supplier 2 11 6 0 0 17 1550 
Supplier 3 13 10 0 0 23 3000 
Trigger 
switch 
Supplier 4 14 13 0 0 27 7000 
Supplier 1 12 11 0 0 23 1275 
Supplier 2 13 5 0 0 18 3000 
Electrical 
wires 
Supplier 3 10 2 0 0 12 7000 
Supplier 1 11 4 0 0 15 7000 
Supplier 2 12 8 0 0 20 3000 
Power Cord 
Supplier 3 10 9 0 0 19 5400 
Supplier 1 11 5 0 0 16 3000 
Supplier 2 10 7 0 0 17 4000 
Supplier 3 9 8 0 0 17 5000 
Tapping 
Screws 
Supplier 4 8 8 0 0 16 4000 
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Table 13: Demand breakup of the various assembly suppliers 
 
Assembly suppliers (AS) Total Capacity of the AS Demand Breakups 
AS1  1000.00 1000 - - - - 
AS2 3000.00 1000 2000 3000 - - 
AS3 5000.00 1000 2000.00 3000 4000 5000 
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Table 14: Comparison of the results of the two phases 
 





Design Phase Production 
Phase 
Number of Suppliers 8 29 6 14 
Total number of Inventory 
days 
- 145 - 70 
Total Manufacturing and 
Logistics lead time 
- 235 - 77 
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